Win $10,000

Race to be the First Place eCloser!

The credit union with the most documented electronic loan closings during the contest period wins $10,000.

Credit unions must be utilizing all of the following services:
- eDOCSignature
- CU*BASE

Credit unions may also wish to but are not required to utilize:
- Participation Lending
- Automated Decision Model
- Credit Score Soft Pulls
- Automated email generation features of CU*BASE Underwriting Codes
- Electronic Checklists at the Product Level
- Mining Dashboards to create Opportunities

Contest Sponsors
CU*Answers and eDOC Innovations

Online Imaging Solutions Prize Package
- $5,000 CU*Answers
- $5,000 eDOC Innovations

Inhouse Imaging Solutions Prize Package
- $5,000 CU*Answers
- $5,000 eDOC Innovations

Contest Entries
Eligible entries include loan notes and security agreements sent via eDOCSignature with the status indicator of “Complete.” The credit union with the largest number of eligible entries vs. booked loans wins $10,000. 2 prizes awarded: 1 for credit unions using Online Imaging Solutions and 1 for credit unions using Inhouse Imaging Solutions. Official rules may be requested by contestants.

For More Information
Visit the Imaging Solutions webpage to discover all the information regarding this contest at cuanswers.com/products/imaging-solutions/contests

Contest Period
The contest period will run for 1 full year starting October 1st, 2017 and ending September 30th, 2018. Services must be active prior to the start of the contest period.

How We Determine the Winner
CU*Answers will count the total number of loan note documents* eSigned by your credit union each month. In partnership with Asterisk Intelligence, we then calculate the percentage of eSigned documents versus booked loans for the month. Then, we average all of the months to arrive at your final average for all 12 contest months. The credit union with the highest average is the winner. In the event of a tie, we will conduct a random drawing between the tied credit unions.
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